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NOMENCLATURE
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P
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S
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t

Tc

Tf

Ti

Tm
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V

Vc

Vl

V2

X

Y

Z

blade axial chord length (17cm)

wake generator rod diameter

film hole diameter

local heat transfer coefficient

thermal conductivity of blade material (0.159 W/mo°C)

thermal conductivity of mainstream air

film cooling hole length

coolant-to-mainstream mass flux ratio or blowing ratio, pcVJpmV

number of rods on wake generator

speed of rotating rods

local Nusselt number based on axial chord, hCx/kair

spanwise-averaged Nusselt number

film hole pitch

Reynolds number based on exit velocity and axial chord, V2Cx/V

wake Strouhal number, 2rdqdn/(60V1)

streamwise length on the suction surface (33. lcm)

liquid crystal color change time

coolant temperature

film temperature

initial temperature of blade surface

mainstream temperature

liquid crystal color change from green to red

local mainstream velocity along the blade suction surface at the film-hole

location

coolant hole exit velocity

cascade inlet velocity

cascade exit velocity

streamwise distance from centerline of film cooling holes; streamwise distance

from blade leading edge

perpendicular distance from blade surface

spanwise distance from centerline of film cooling holes
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V

8

Po

Pm

thermal diffusivity of blade material (0.135x10 "6m2/s)

local momentum thickness

local film cooling effectiveness

spanwise-averaged film cooling effectiveness

kinematic viscosity of cascade inlet roainstream air

nondimensional coolant jet temperature (T-Tm)/(Tc-Tm)

coolant density

mainstream flow density
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1.0 PROJECT SUMMARY

The detailed heat transfer coefficient and film cooling effectiveness distributions

as well as the detailed coolant jet temperature profiles on the suction side of a gas turbine

blade were measured using a transient liquid crystal image method and a traversing cold

wire and a traversing thermocouple probe, respectively. The blade has only one row of

film holes near the gill hole portion on the suction side of the blade. The hole geometries

studied include standard cylindrical holes and holes with diffuser shaped exit portion (i.e.

fanshaped holes and laidback fanshaped holes). Tests were performed on a five-blade

linear cascade in a low-speed wind tunnel. The mainstream Reynolds number based on

cascade exit velocity was 5.3x10 5.

spoke-wheel type wake generator.

Upstream unsteady wakes were simulated using a

The wake Strouhal number was kept at 0 or 0.1.

Coolant blowing ratio was varied from 0.4 to 1.2. Results show that both expanded holes

have significantly improved thermal protection over the surface downstream of the

ejection location, particularly at high blowing ratios. However, the expanded hole

injections induce earlier boundary layer transition to turbulence and enhance heat transfer

coefficients at the latter part of the blade suction surface. In general, the unsteady wake

tends to reduce film cooling effectiveness.



2.0 INTRODUCTION

A continuing trend towards higher gas turbine inlet temperatures that are

sufficient to melt airfoils and endwalls and have resulted in higher heat loads on turbine

components. Hence, sophisticated cooling techniques must be employed to cool the

components to maintain the performance requirements. Some turbine blades are cooled

by ejecting cooler air from within the blade through discrete holes to provide a protective

film on the surface exposed to the hot gas path. Cooling jet injection may result in higher

heat transfer coefficients downstream of the injection location. However, the heat

transfer rates can still be substantially reduced due to a decreased film-to-wall

temperature difference. Many studies have presented heat transfer measurements on

turbine blades with film cooling. Nirmalan and Hylton (1990), Abuaf et al. (1995), Ames

(1997), and Drost and B61cs (1998) studied film cooling heat transfer on film cooled

turbine vanes. Camci and Arts (1990) and Takeishi et al. (1992) studied film cooling

heat transfer on film cooled turbine blades. Ito et al. (1978), and Haas et al. (1992)

studied the effect of coolant density on film cooling effectiveness on turbine blades.

The effect of unsteady wakes produced by upstream vane trailing edges has a

strong effect on rotor blade surface heat transfer coefficient distributions. Several studies

have focused on the effect of unsteady wakes on the downstream blade heat transfer

coefficient distributions without film cooling. They all reported that unsteady wakes

enhanced turbine blade heat transfer and caused earlier and longer laminar-turbulent

boundary-layer transition on the suction surface. Few studies have focused on the effect

of unsteady wakes on film cooled turbine blades. Abhari and Epstein (1994) conducted



heat transferexperimentson a film-cooled transonic turbine stage in a short duration

turbine facility. They measured steady and time-resolved, chord-wise heat flux

distributions at three spanwise locations. They concluded that film cooling reduces the

time-averaged heat transfer by about 60% on the suction surface compared to the

uncooled rotor blade. However, the effect is relatively low on the pressure surface. Ou

et al. (1994), and Mehendale et al. (1994) simulated unsteady wake conditions over a

linear turbine blade cascade with film cooling. They studied the effects of unsteady wake

on a model turbine blade with multiple-row film cooling using air and CO2 as coolants.

They measured heat transfer coefficients and film cooling effectiveness at discrete

locations using thin foil heating and multiple thermocouples. They concluded that heat

transfer coefficients increase and film cooling effectiveness values decrease with an

increase in unsteady wake strength. Du et al. (1998, 1999) used a transient liquid crystal

technique to measure the detailed heat transfer coefficient and fdm effectiveness

distributions over a film cooled turbine blade under the effect of upstream unsteady

wakes. They concluded that unsteady wake slightly enhances Nusselt numbers but

significantly reduces film cooling effectiveness on a film-cooled blade surface as

compared to a film-cooled blade without unsteady wake. Teng et al. (1999) studied

unsteady wake effect on film temperature and effectiveness distributions for a gas turbine

blade with one row of cylindrical film holes near the suction side gill hole region. They

concluded that unsteady wake reduces film cooling effectiveness. They also found out

that film injection enhances the local heat transfer coefficient while the unsteady wake

promotes earlier boundary-layer transition.



To improvethecoolingeffectivenessandthus increasethelifetime of gasturbine

blades,an attempthas recently beenmadeto contour the film hole geometry. Film

cooling holes with a diffuser shapedexpansionat the exit portion of the holes are

believedto improvethe film cooling performanceon a gasturbineblade. Theincreased

cross-sectionalareaat the hole exit comparedto a standardcylindrical hole leadsto

reductionof thecoolantvelocity for agivenblowingratio. The momentum flux of the jet

exiting the hole and the penetration of the jet into the mainstream will be reduced

accordingly, which results in an increased cooling efficiency. Furthermore, lateral

expansion of the hole provides an improved lateral spreading of the jet, which leads to a

better coverage of the airfoil in the lateral direction and a higher laterally averaged film-

cooling efficiency. A few previous studies have shown that expanding the exit of the

cooling hole improves film-cooling performance in comparison to a cylindrical hole.

Goldstein, et al. (1974) reported that overall improvements in adiabatic effectiveness

were found for the flat plate film cooling with laterally expanded holes. Makki, et al.

(1986) reported that the same improvements were found for forward expanded holes.

Hailer and Camus (1983) performed aerodynamic loss measurements on a 2-D transonic

cascade. Holes with a spanwise flare angle of 25 ° were found to offer significant

improvements in film-cooling effectiveness without any additional loss penalty.

Schmidt, et al. (1994) and Sen, et al. (1994) compared a cylindrical hole to a forward

expanded hole, both of them having compound angle injection for the flat plate film

cooling. Although the spatially averaged effectiveness for the cylindrical and forward-

expanded holes was the same, a larger lateral spreading of the forward expanded jet was

found. Gritsch, et al. (1997, 1998) performed detailed measurements of the flat plate film



cooling effectivenessandheattransfercoefficientsfor holeswith expandedexits. They

reportedthat, comparedto the cylindricalholes,bothexpandedholesshowsignificantly

improved thermal protection of the surface downstreamof the ejection location,

particularlyat thehighblowing ratios.

All of the above studieshave proven that film cooling holes with a diffuser

shapedexpansionat theexit portionof theholehaveimprovedfilm fooling performance

in comparisonto cylindrical holes. It is of greatinterestto understandthe effectof the

holeshapeonbladefilm coolingperformanceunderrealturbomachineryflow conditions,

i.e., considerationof theeffectof surfacecurvatureandpressuregradientthatexistson a

real turbine blade. However,most of the abovementionedshapehole film cooling

studiesarefor flat plategeometry.Therearevery few studiespresentin openliterature

examiningthe effectsof hole shapeon turbine blade film cooling performanceunder

steadyandunsteadywakeconditions. This studyfocusesononly one row of film holes

nearthe suction-sidegill hole portion in orderto investigatethe hole shapeeffecton the

curvedbladesurfaceunderstrongflow accelerationconditions. Film cooling holeswith

and without exit expansionsarestudiedandcomparedundersteadyandunsteadywake

conditions. In thepresentstudy,a transientliquid crystalmethodis usedto measurethe

detailedheat transfercoefficient and film effectivenessdistributions,and a traversing

cold wire and a traversing thermocoupleprobe to measurecoolant jet temperature

profiles of a gas turbine blade. The high resolutionof the liquid crystal technique,

combinedwith the coolantjet temperatureprofile measurement,providesa clear picture

of how the heat transfercoefficient and film effectivenessdistributionsvary along the



bladesurfacewith different film hole shapes.The resultsalsoprovidea gooddatabase

for film coolingcomputationalmodeldevelopment.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 (a) shows the schematic of the test section and camera locations. The

test apparatus consists of a low speed wind tunnel with an inlet nozzle, a linear turbine

blade cascade with the test blade in the center, and a suction type blower. The wind

tunnel is designed to accommodate the 107.49 ° turn of the blade cascade. The cascade

inlet mean velocity is about 20m/s. The mean velocity increases 2.5 times from the inlet

of the cascade to the exit. The test apparatus was described in detail by Ou et al. (1994).

A spoked wheel type wake generator, similar to the one used by Ou et al. (1994),

simulated the upstream unsteady wake. The wake generator has 32 rods, each 0.63cm in

diameter, to simulate the trailing edge of an upstream vane. The wake Strouhal number

is adjusted by controlling the rod rotation speed (N). The error caused by using

nonparallel rotating rods with a linear blade cascade was small and was discussed by Ou

et al. (1994). The blade configuration, scaled up five times, produces a velocity

distribution typical of an advanced high-pressure turbine blade row. The cascade has five

blades, each with an axial chord length of 17cm and a radial span of 25.2cm. The blade

spacing is 17.01cm at the cascade inlet and the throat-to-blade span ratio is 0.2. Duet al.

(1998) presented the local-to-exit velocity ratio distribution around the blade as well as

the instantaneous velocity, ensemble-averaged velocity and ensemble-averaged

turbulence profiles at the cascade inlet under the effect of upstream unsteady wakes. The

velocity on the suction side accelerates to about X/SL--0.5 (V/V2=110%) and then

decelerates slightly at the cascade exit. In the present study, a row of film holes is

located near the suction side gill hole region, where V/V2 is about 68%, the momentum

thickness 52 is about 9x10"4m and the momentum thickness Reynolds number is about
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200for steadyflow. Theunsteadywakesareactuallyvelocity deficienciescausedby the

blockageof mainstreamflow by the rotating rods. The ensemble-averagedturbulence

intensityprofiles at thecascadeinlet showthat intensitycouldbe ashigh as20% inside

the wake,but the time meanaveragedturbulenceintensity is about 10.4%. For cases

without unsteadywakeeffect,thetimemeanaveragedturbulenceis about0.7%.

Thepresentfilm-cooled turbineblademodel is thesameastheoneusedby Teng

et al. (1999). Figure I (b) presentsa 2-Dview of thefilm cooledturbineblademodel. Its

thermalconductivity is 0.159w/mokandthermaldiffusivity is 1.35x10"7m2/s. There is

onecavity usedto supplycoolantto therow of film holeson the suctionside. Thefilm

holes, 1.905mmin diameterand I0.16mm apart from one another(P/D=5.3), have a

radial angle of 90° and a tangential angle of 40°. The film hole length is 15mm

(L/D=7.9). The flow rate is controlledby a flowmeter. Thecoolanthasbeenheatedto

about110°F. The heatedcoolantflow is passedthrougha solenoid-controlledthree-way

diverter valve beforethe flow entersthe coolantcavity inside the blade. The solenoid-

controlledvalve is connectedto a switch that triggers theheatedcoolant flow into the

cavityat the instantthetransienttestis initiated.

The film temperatureprofiles are measuredat X/D=I, 5, 10, 15 from the

centerlineof the film cooling holes as shown in Figure 2. The measuringplane is

perpendicularto the oncomingmainstream.Theblademodelis not heatedandonly the

coolant is heatedand ejectedduring the measurementof the film temperatureprofile.

The coolant was heatedto maintain a temperaturedifferencefrom the free-streamat

about 18°C. For cylindrical holes,the temperaturefield is measuredusing a cold-wire

system(Tenget al., 1999). Thecold-wire systemincludesatungstenwire probe,51amin

8



diameterand 1.5mmin length,andatemperaturebridge. Thefrequencyresponseof the

cold-wire is about800Hz. For fanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedholes,the temperature

field is measuredusinga traversingfine-gagethermocoupleprobe. The thermocouple

beadsize is about0.004 inchesandthe probesize is about0.01 inches. The response

time of this fine gagethermocoupleis 0.08sec.

Theliquid crystalcoatedsurfaceareais 7.2cmwide andthedataacquisitionarea

is 2.5cmwide alongthemidspanregionof the testblade. In film coolingmeasurements,

the testbladesurfaceis heateduniformly using a heaterbox (Tenget al., 1999). The

heaterbox hasthebladeshapeandis slightly larger thanthe testblade. The insidesof

the heaterbox are instrumentedwith thin foil heatersand controlledby using several

variacs to provide a nearuniform surfacetemperature. The heaterbox is lowered to

completelycover the testbladeduringheating. The heaterbox is raisedcompletelyto

exposethe test blade to the mainstreamduring the transienttest. The blade surface

temperatureis monitoredusingembeddedthermocouplesduringheating. Theuniformity

of surfacetemperaturewith heatingis within _1.2°C. An interpolationschemewasused

to further reducethe temperaturevariation in the initial surfacetemperatureto within

_+0.2°C.In thepresentstudy,thebladesurfaceis heatedto atemperatureabovetheliquid

crystalblue color (37.2°C). The mainstreamair is turnedon by startingthe suction-type

blower. Whentheblower reachesthe stabletest flow conditions,theheaterbox is raised

to exposethe hot blade to the room temperaturemainstreamair within 0.1 seconds.

Whentheheaterbox completelyclearsthebladeheight,the liquid crystaldataacquisition

systemis automaticallytriggered.Theliquid crystalcolor changetime is measuredusing

a high precision imageprocessingsystem. Eachof the transienttests lasts 60 to 90



secondsin average.The systemconsistsof 2 camerasindividually connectedto a color

framegrabberboardin the PC anda monitor. Softwareis usedto measurethe time of

color changeof liquid crystals. Duringonetest,only onecamerais operational.Hence,

we require2 different runswith 2 different cameralocationsto measureoneset of data

on the suction side for a particular condition. Detailson the imageprocessingsystem

werepresentedby Tenget al. (1999). The imageprocessingsystemconsistsof anRGB

camera,monitor anda PCwith color framegrabberboard.

Figure 3 presentsthe three typesof hole geometriesstudied: cylindrical hole,

fanshapedhole, and laidbackfanshapedhole. The hole geometriesaresimilar to those

usedby Gritsch et al. (1997). They haveshownthat, in flat plate geometry,expanded

holesshow significantly improvedthermal protectionof the surfacedownstreamof the

ejectionlocation ascomparedto the cylindrical hole. In the presentstudy, a row of 9

holes of each shapelocated near the blade suction side gill hole region has been

employed. The diameterof thecylindrical hole (D) anddiameterof the cylindrical inlet

sectionof theexpandedhole isl.91mm. For all geometries,the inclination angleis 40°,

the pitch to diameterratio is P/D=5.3,andthelengthto diameterratio L/D is 7.9. The

lateral expansionangleof both expandedholes is 7.24°. The exit forward expansion

angleof the laidbackfanshapedhole is 25°. For the fanshapedand laidbackfanshaped

hole, the calculationof the blowing ratio wasbasedon the inlet cross-sectionalareaof

theseholes. In this study,this meansthat sameblowing ratio providessameamountof

coolantejectedunder the samemainstreamcondition. Thus, the blowing ratio of the

shapedholescanbe directly comparedto thoseof the cylindrical hole, which makesit

moreconvenientto evaluatetheeffectof holeshape.
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4.0 DATA ANALYSIS

A transient liquid crystal technique was used to measure the detailed heat transfer

coefficients and film cooling effectiveness on the blade suction surface. The technique is

similar to the one described by Teng et al. (1999). A one-dimensional transient

conduction into a semi-infinite solid with convective boundary condition is assumed.

The solution for surface temperature is obtained as

r,-r_

where Tw is the wall temperature when liquid crystals change to red from green

(32.7°C) at time .t, Ti is the initial surface temperature, Tm is the oncoming mainstream

flow temperature, and g and k are the thermal diffusivity and conductivity of the blade

material, respectively. The heat transfer coefficient is obtained from Equation (1). For

film cooling tests, the mainstream temperature (Tin) in Equation (1) is replaced by the

local film temperature (TO, which is a mixture of the coolant (Tc) and mainstream

temperatures. The film temperature is defined in terms of 1"1,which is the film cooling

effectiveness.

77= T_-T. ' or 1", =rlTo+(I-O)T. (2)

For the film cooling test, we obtain an equation similar to Equation (1)

T. - T_ = r. - T_ = 1- expt--.ff-)erfct.---._)j (3)Ts-T _ rlT, +(I-rl)T.,-T_

Two similar transient tests are run to obtain the heat transfer coefficient (h) and

f'flm cooling effectiveness (1"1). In the first test, the blade surface is heated and the coolant

and the mainstream temperatures are nearly the same. In this case, there is only one

11



unknown, h, in the equation. For the second test, the coolant is heated to a temperature

close to blade initial temperature. The calculated local heat transfer coefficient from the

first test is substituted in the equation to obtain the local film cooling effectiveness. Each

of the transient tests lasts about 60 to 90 seconds. The methodology is described in detail

by Teng et al. (1999). The above equation is solved at each point on the blade surface

(16,600 points) to obtain the detailed heat transfer coefficient and film cooling

effectiveness distributions.

The average uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient measurement was estimated to

be +6.5%. The individual uncertainties in the measurement of the time of color change

(At--+__5%), the mainstream temperature (ATm----&-l.3%), the initial temperature

(ATi=-Z-0_.6%), the color change temperature (ATw--+__3%), and the wall material properties

(Act/k2---+._2%) are included in the calculation of the overall uncertainty in the

measurement. The uncertainty in the film cooling effectiveness measurement including

the additional uncertainties in heat transfer coefficient measurement was estimated to be

about 9.2%. The uncertainty in the immediate vicinity of the hole (less than 1 diameter

around the hole) could be higher due to 2-D conduction effect.

A cold-wire and a thermocouple were used to measure the coolant jet temperature

profiles on the blade suction side. The mean temperature fields are presented as a non-

dimensional temperature defined similar to film effectiveness,

0 = T-T. ; (4)
rc-r.

1200 data points were measured at each measurement plane at different X/D locations.

At each data point, 36,864 samples were acquired and averaged to get time averaged and

fluctuation temperatures. The uncertainty in the coolant jet temperature field

12



measuremen_ was estimated to be 5.8% using cold-wire and less than 1% using

thermocouple.
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments were performed at a cascade exit Reynolds number of 5.3x105. The

corresponding flow velocity at the cascade exit was 50m/s. Air as coolant was tested at

blowing ratios of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.2 for no rod no wake cases (S=0, Tu=0.7%) and

cases with wake (S=0.1, Tu=10.4%). Since the film effectiveness distributions with the

cylindrical hole have already been presented in Teng et al. (1999), here we focus on the

film effectiveness distributions with the shaped holes.

1. Detailed Film Effectiveness Measurements

Figure 4 and Figure 5 presents the detailed film effectiveness distributions at

different blowing ratios for fanshaped and laJdback fanshaped holes, respectively. The

level for 11is from 0 to 0.2. Please note that in the jet center 11has values up to 0.4.

Effect of Blowin2 Ratio. Since there are no f'tim cooling hole at the leading edge

of the blade model, the film streaks start where the row of film cooling holes (the only

row of holes in this study) is located. Wider film steaks extend along the streamwise

direction fairly straightly. The streaks are gradually weakened as they extend further

away from the film cooling holes. For the cases without unsteady wake effects (S--0), the

film effectiveness of the fanshaped holes (Figure 4a) decreases at In'st with the increase

of blowing ratio. The film streaks are observable from X/D=-0 to 20 for a blowing ratio

of M--0.4. The observable streaks reduce considerably as the blowing ratio increases to

M--0.6. For the case of M--0.8, the film streaks become even shorter but wider. The film

coverage area increases again as the blowing ratio increases further to M=1.2. The case

14



of M=l.2 provides the best thermal protection over the blade surface compared to all the

other three lower blowing ratios. For the laidback fanshaped holes (Figure 5a), the film

coverage area increases with the increase of blowing ratio over the blade surface.

Compared with fanshaped holes, the blowing ratio has a monotonic effect on the film

protection area for laidback fanshaped holes: the film coolant trace is barely seen for low

blowing ratio of M---0.4, while the highest blowing ratio case of M=l.2 produces

downstream of the film cooling holes a coolant trace which is even stronger than that

produced by fanshaped holes.

Effect of Unsteady Wake. For fanshaped holes with unsteady wake effects

(Figure 4b), the coolant jet dilutes faster into the mainstream and the film protection in

the front area decreases for cases with lower blowing ratios (M=0.4 and 0.6) than the

cases without wake effects. Only a small front portion (X/D<10) of the suction surface is

covered by the film cooling jet. However, with unsteady wake effect, film coverage in

the front area increases for cases of higher blowing ratios (M=0.8 and 1.2). For laidback

fanshaped holes (Figure 5b), unsteady wake has reduced film effectiveness for all

blowing ratios.

All this indicates that unsteady wake has a strong effect on the film cooling

protection area. Generally, addition of unsteady wake results in lower film cooling

effectiveness at the area downstream of film hole due to the intensive mixing between

mainstream and coolant jet, except for the case of high blowing ratio near fanshaped

holes.

2. Spanwise-averaged Film Effectiveness Distributions

15



Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the spanwise-averagedfilm effectiveness

distributionfor fanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedholes.

Effect of Blowin2 Ratio. For cases without unsteady wake effect (Figure 6a, 7a),

it is observed that, for all blowing ratio cases, spanwise-averaged film effectiveness

decreases all the way from X/D=0 to 25. For fanshaped holes (Figure 6a), the spanwise-

averaged film effectiveness decreases with the increase of blowing ratio but increases

again when blowing ratio increases to 1.2. For laidback fanshaped holes (Figure 7a),

spanwise-averaged film effectiveness increases with the increase of blowing ratio over

the whole surface. Blowing ratio M-1.2 produces the highest spanwise-averaged film

effectiveness for both the fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes.

Effect of Unsteady Wake. For fanshaped holes (Figure 6b), the addition of

unsteady wake effect has made the spanwise-averaged film effectiveness decrease for

lower blowing ratios of M---0.4 and 0.6. For higher blowing ratios of M=0.8 and 1.2, the

spanwise-averaged film effectiveness increases from X/D---0 to 25. For laidback

fanshaped holes (Figure 7b), the unsteady wake effect makes the spanwise-averaged film

effectiveness decrease for all blowing ratios.

Effect of Hole Shape. Figure 8 compares the spanwise-averaged film

effectiveness distributions of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes with that of

standard cylindrical holes (Teng et al. 1999) for X/D up to 25 downstream of film hole.

For cases without unsteady wake effect (Figure 8a) with a high blowing ratio of M=l.2,

the spanwise-averaged film effectiveness of laidback fanshaped holes is slightly higher

than that of fanshaped holes but much higher than that of cylindrical holes. For cases

without unsteady wake effect with a low blowing ratio of M--0.6, the spanwise-averaged

16



film effectivenessof fanshapedholesis slightly higher thanthat of laidbackfanshaped

holes but much higher than that of cylindrical holes. For caseswith unsteadywake

effect (Figure8b), the spanwise-averagedfilm effectivenessof fanshapedholesis higher

than that of laidback fanshapedholes and subsequentlymuch higher than that of

cylindrical holes for both low and high blowing ratios. This concludesthat both

fanshapedand laidback fanshapedholes have much better thermal protection than

cylindrical holesunderbothsteadyandunsteadyflow conditions.Particularly,fanshaped

holes provide the best thermal protectionfor all blowing ratios under unsteadyflow

conditions.

3. Detailed Heat Transfer Coefficient Measurements

Figures 9, 10, and 11 present the detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions

for cylindrical, fanshaped and laidback fanshaped cooling holes, respectively. Figures

(al) through (a5) are for the cases without wake effect and Figures (bl) through (b5) are

for the cases with wake effect. Additionally, (al) and (bl) are for the cases without film-

holes and the others in each group have blowing ratios ranging from 0.4 to 1.2.

For a no film-hole blade without wake effect case (al), the Nusselt numbers drop

rapidly from the leading edge to about X/SL=0.5 on the suction surface, and then increase

again due to the boundary-layer transition to turbulent flow. The Nusselt numbers also

decrease along the streamwise direction for a no film-hole blade with wake effect (case

bl) but the boundary layer transition occurs much earlier (X/SL=0.25) for this case than

for case al. Also, the Nusselt numbers for case (bl) are higher than case (al) before the

transition begins.
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Film injection through cylindrical holes (Figure 9) causes the Nusselt numbers at

locations fight behind the film holes to increase significantly due to the mainstream and

coolant jet interaction. Traces of high Nusselt numbers are formed fight behind the film

holes. The higher the blowing ratio, i.e., the more mixing between the mainstream and

the coolant jet, the longer this trace of highly-increased Nusselt numbers. The f'dm

injection disturbs the boundary layer, which causes transition to occur slightly earlier for

cases (a2) through (a4) than case (al). As soon as the boundary layer transition begins,

the Nusselt numbers increase at about the same rate as case (al), and keep increasing

further down the blade before beginning to decrease. The same is true for the cases with

both film cooling and unsteady wake effect, as seen by comparing cases (b2) through

(b4) with case (b 1). However, notice that, with or without film cooling, the addition of

unsteady wake has caused the boundary layer transition to occur significantly earlier than

the cases without unsteady wake. This is because unsteady wake interacts with the

boundary layer; thus causing an earlier boundary layer transition and enhancing the

surface heat transfer. Also, the cases with wake effect show that streaks of high Nusselt

numbers fight after the film holes are a little shorter when compared to the cases without

wake effect. This is due to the unsteady wake, which causes the cooling jet to dilute

faster along the streamwise direction than in the cases without unsteady wake.

For film injection through fanshaped holes (Figure 10), the Nusselt numbers fight

behind the film ejection location are significantly reduced when compared with the no

film-hole case (al). Traces of low Nusselt number are formed fight behind the fanshaped

film holes. This is because film injection through the fanshaped holes has a lower

momentum compared with a cylindrical hole case with the same blowing ratio. The
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lower momentumcoolantjets from the fanshapedholestendto staycloser to the blade

surface,which reducesinteraction (mixing) with the mainstream. Nusselt numbers

behindthe injection location increasealong the streamwisedirectionasthe mainstream

begins to interactwith the coolantjet. The Nusselt numbersalso increasewith the

increaseof blowing ratio dueto the increasedjet-to-mainstreaminteraction. Similar to

thecylindrical holecases,theboundary-layertransitionfor fanshapedholes(a2)through

(a5)occursslightly earlier thanthe no film-hole case(al) becauseof the film injection.

As soonastheboundarylayertransitionbegins,theNusseltnumbersincreaseat a slower

ratethan the no film-hole case(al), and keepincreasingfurther down the bladebefore

beginningdecreaseagain.Thesameis truefor caseswith both film cooling andunsteady

wakeeffect, asseenby comparingcases(b2) through(b4)with case(bl). The addition

of theunsteadywakeeffect causesboundarylayer transitionto occursignificantly earlier

thanin thecaseswithout unsteadywake. Also, for caseswith wakeeffect, thestreaksof

low Nusseltregion fight after the film holesare reducedcomparedwith caseswithout

wakeeffect,which is dueto theinteractionbetweentheunsteadywakeandtheboundary

layer.

Tracesof low Nusselt number form fight behind the film holes for casesof

laidbackfanshapedholes(Figure 11). TheNusseltnumbersareslightly higherand the

boundarylayer transitionoccursslightly earlierin comparisonwith their corresponding

casesfor fanshapedholes. The wide tracesof low-Nusselt numberright behind the

fanshapedand laidback fanshapedfilm holes, especially for the caseswithout wake

effect, indicatea low heattransferratebetweenthebladesurfaceandthe coolingjet, and

thus a muchimprovedthermalprotectionin comparisonto the standardcylindrical hole
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film cooling.

induceearlierboundarylayer transitioncomparedwith cylindrical holes.

number after boundary layer transition is also higher for fanshaped

fanshapedhole injection.

However,film injectionthroughfanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedholes

The Nusselt

and laidback

o Spanwise-Averaged Heat Transfer Coefficient Distributions

Figure 12, 13, and 14 present the spanwise-averaged Nusselt number distributions

of cylindrical, fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes for (a) steady flow and (b)

unsteady flow with wake effect. The small arrows on the horizontal coordinate indicate

the location of film injection. The results for the no film-hole blade with and without

wake effect agree with those for the same cases from Ou et al., who used the thin-foil-

thermocouple technique to study the heat transfer coefficient over the same turbine blade

model.
=

Figure 12 presents the spanwise-averaged Nusselt number distributions for film

injection through cylindrical holes. The spanwise-averaged Nusselt number shows a

peak increase right downstream of the jet ejection location. It then decreases along the

streamwise direction until it reaches the boundary layer transition location, where it

begins to increase again to reach its second peak value. The second peak value is higher

than the first one. For the cases with wake effect, however, the spanwise-averaged

Nusselt numbers don't drop as low as the cases without wake effect before they begin to

increase again due to a much earlier boundary-layer transition. Figure 12 shows that the

Nusselt numbers downstream of the injection location increase with blowing ratio. This

is because an increased blowing ratio causes more interaction (mixing) between the
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coolant jet and the mainstreamand,thus,increasethe heat transfer coefficients. For a

high blowing ratio of 1.2, the Nusselt numbers downstream of the injection location can

increase up to 60 percent. The spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers do not show much

difference between different blowing ratios after the boundary layer transition. The

addition of the unsteady wake effect promotes earlier boundary layer transition for all

blowing ratios. In comparison to cases without wake effect, the spanwise-averaged

Nusselt numbers do not drop much before the boundary layer transition occurs. The

blowing ratio effect is very small compared with the effect of unsteady wake as far as the

boundary-layer transition location is concerned.

Figure 13 shows that the spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers also increase with

the increase of blowing ratio for film injection through fanshaped holes. However, the

spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers fight behind the film ejection location are lower than

that of the no film-hole case. The Nusselt numbers downstream of the injection location

can decrease up to 40 percent for a low blowing ratio of 0.4. Boundary layer transition

occurs earlier as the blowing ratio increases. With the addition of unsteady wake,

boundary layer transition occurs even earlier, but distinguishes the blowing ratio effect on

boundary layer transition.

Film injection through Iaidback fanshaped holes (Figure 14) has spanwise-

averaged Nusselt number distributions that are insensitive to blowing ratios, either under

steady or unsteady flow conditions. At the locations fight after the film injection, the

spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers are slightly lower than that of no film-hole case

when there is no wake effect, while they are much lower (up to 30 percent) than when
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thereis wakeeffect. Unsteadywakeeffectalsopromotesearlierboundarytransitionfor

film injectionthroughlaidbackfanshapedholes.

Figure 15presentstheeffectof holeshapeon spanwise-averagedNusseltnumber

distributions for casesat a low blowing ratio of M=0.6. For film injection through

fanshapedand laidbackfanshapedholes,the spanwise-averagedNusseltnumbersfight

after the film ejection location are much lower than that for the cylindrical hole case.

This implies that, for fanshaped and laidback fanshaped hole injection, the coolant jet

with reduced momentum tends to attach to the blade surface and thus reduces the

interaction with mainstream at locations fight after the film injection. However, the low

momentum jet may stay in but disturb the laminar boundary layer along the blade surface

This causes an earlier boundary layer transition for both fanshaped hole injections in

comparison with the cylindrical hole injection. Due to earlier boundary layer transition,

the spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers of both fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes

are much higher than that of the cylindrical hole case in the latter part of the blade

surface. The addition of unsteady wake has led to an increased Nusselt number

difference in the front part of the blade surface: the region downstream of injection where

the spanwise-averaged Nusselt numbers of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes are

less than that of the cylindrical hole case is more than doubled in the streamwise

direction. However, the boundary layer transition location is almost the same for the

three types of film hole injection and the no film-hole case when there is unsteady wake

effect.

Figure 16 presents the effect of hole shape on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number

distributions for cases with a high blowing ratio of M-1.2. The general trend is almost
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the sameas the caseswith M=0.6. For the casesunder steadyflow condition, the

spanwise-averagedNusseltnumberis higher than that of no film-hole casefor all three

kinds of holes. Film injection throughcylindrical holesproducethe highestspanwise-

averagedNusselt numbersin the region right after the film injection location, while

fanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedhole injection havehigherspanwise-averagedNusselt

numbersat the latterpart of thebladesurface. With the additionof unsteadywake, the

hole effect is intensified at the front part of the blade. In the region right after film

injection, the spanwise-averagedNusseltnumbersfor fanshapedandlaidbackfanshaped

hole injection aremuchlower thanthat of cylindrical hole injection. The differencesof

thespanwise-averagedNusseltnumbersfor differentholeinjectionarereducedattherear

part of the bladesurface. Theboundarylayer transitionlocation is almostthe samefor

thethreetypesof film holeandtheno film-holecasewhenthereis unsteadywakeeffect.

5. Coolant Jet Temperature Field Measurements

A traversing cold wire was used to measure the coolant jet temperature profiles of

cylindrical cooling holes, while a traversing thermocouple was used to measure the

coolant jet temperature profiles of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped cooling holes. Due

to the delicacy of the cold wire, we could not approach very close to the blade wall

surface (in the Y direction). In the following figures there is no data at the near wall

portion for cylindrical holes, while complete data planes were obtained for fanshaped and

laidback fanshaped holes. This is because we could approach thermocouple until it

touched the blade surface. However, we can see from the figures that the incomplete data

planes for the cylindrical holes supplied us with enough information to understand the
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behaviorof the coolingjet comingout of thecylindrical holes. Thelevel for 0 is from 0

to 0.2 with regard to 11. Please note that in the jet center 0 has values up to 0.45.

Figure 17 presents the coolant jet temperature contours for cylindrical, fanshaped,

and laidback fanshaped holes at X/D=5 and 10 with a blowing ratio of M=l.2 under

steady flow conditions. The coolant jet coming out of the cylindrical hole maintains an

elliptic shape, with the central part of the heated coolant jet having the highest mean

temperature. The film coverage area is very narrow in the spanwise direction (small Z/P)

but long in the boundary layer direction (large Y/D). With the blowing ratio as high as

1.2, the coolant jet almost lifts off into the mainstream, with only a small part of the jet

periphery touching the blade surface, thus providing poor thermal protection. As it

moves farther down the streamwise direction (from X/D=5 to X/D=10), the coolant jet is

gradually mixed with and entrained into the mainstream. The jet temperature decreases

substantially and there is barely any thermal protection over the blade surface at X/D=10.

On the other hand, the coolant jets coming out of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes

show profiles in the shape of a half-circle. The central part of the jet with the highest

mean temperature touches the blade surface, thus provides good coolant protection over

the blade surface. Since the coolant jets are attached closely to the blade surface, the

mixing between the jets and the mainstream is not strong. The coolant jets are still in

good shape and provide good protection over the blade surface at X/D=10.

Effect of Blowing Ratio. Figure 18 presents detailed film temperature profiles

for the cylindrical, fanshaped, and laidback fanshaped holes for steady flow (S=0) at a

blowing ratio of M=l.2. Compared with the cylindrical cooling holes, both the
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fanshaped and laidback fanshapedholes provide much better and wider coolant

protectionover thebladespanwisesurface(Z/P). The momentumflux of thejet exiting

thehole andthe penetrationof thejet into the mainstreamis reduced. The coolantjet is

attachedclose to the surfaceand also spreadingout along the spanwisedirection, i.e.,

there is increasedcoveragein the Z/P direction but reducedjet penetrationinto the

mainstreamin the Y/D direction. Actually, the film jets coming out of the adjacent

fanshapedholesexpandssowidely in thespanwisedirectionthat their peripheriesalmost

mergewith eachother,thusprovidinganalmostcontinuousprotection(greaterZ/P) over

the whole bladesurface. The film cooling behaviorof laidbackfanshapedholes is not

foundto bebetterthanthat of fanshapedholesin thefilm temperaturefield measurement.

Due to too muchhole expansionin both the spanwiseand streamwisedirections, the

laidbackfanshapedholeshavereducedcoolantprotectionin the spanwisedirection, i.e.,

reducedZ/P coverage,but increasedjet penetrationinto the mainstreamin the Y/D

directioncomparedwith thefanshapedholes.

Figur_ 19 presentsthe detailed film temperatureprofiles for the cylindrical,

fanshaped,and laidback fanshapedholesfor steadyflow (S=0) at a blowing ratio of

M=0.8. For cylindrical holes, the film temperatureprofiles shrink considerably in

comparisonto caseswith a blowing ratio of M=l.2. The coolant jet has a better

attachmentto the bladesurfaceat M=0.8. This is becausethejet momentumdecreases

with a decreasedblowing ratio. The penetrationof the jet into themainstreamis not so

strongandtendsto attachto the bladesurface. Themixing processbetweenthejet and

themainstreamis slowed,also,andthecoolantjet still retainsa largecenterareaof high

temperatureevenwhenX/D reaches10. Forfanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedholes,the
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film temperatureprofilesarealsoreduced.Thejet penetrationinto themainstreamin the

Y/D directionis greatlyreducedfor fanshapedholes. However,thereis still largecoolant

coveragein theZ/P directionfor both thefanshapedandlaidbackfanshapedholes. They

still providemuchbettercoolantprotectionoverthebladesurface.

:: ° : . i " _ ; -{r--:]T-;7 ;-7 : ! : --v77:: 7-: ]]:

Effect of Unsteady Wake. Figure 20 presents the detailed film temperature
7 : --_ ..... . Z

profiles for the three kinds of film hole shapes at a blowing ratio of M=l.2 and under

unsteady flow conditions (S--0.1). Film coolant jets, for cases with unsteady wake effect,

dilute faster in comparison with their corresponding cases without wake effect (Figure

15). Unsteady wake has a greater effect on the film temperature field of cylindrical holes

than that of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes. This is because the film jet coming

out of the cylindrical holes lifts off into the mainstream flow, resulting in a larger

contacting area with the unsteady mainstream (large Y/D) as well as more intensive

mixing between the unsteady mainstream and the coolant jet. Film jets coming out of

fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes tend to attach close to the blade surface. They

come into contact largely within the boundary layer (within the smaller Y/D) and the

mixing between the Unsteady mainstream and the coolant jet is not as strong as the

cylindrical hole case.

Figure 21 presents the detailed film temperature profiles at a blowing ratio of

M=0.8 and under unsteady flow conditions (S--0.1). Again, with unsteady wake, coolant

jet dilutes faster into the mainstream in comparison with corresponding cases without

wake effect (Figure 16). Unsteady wake has a greater effect on the film temperature field

of cylindrical holes than that of fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

I. Conclusions on the Effect of Film-hole Shape on Turbine Blade

Film Effectiveness Distribution

1. For the blowing ratio range used in this study, fanshapcd and laidback fanshaped

holes provide better film cooling effectiveness for both steady flow and unsteady flow

with wake effects. The spanwise-averaged film effectiveness of fanshaped and

laidback fanshaped holes can be up to two times of that of cylindrical holes.

2. In general, fanshaped holes provide better film cooling effectiveness than laidback

fanshaped holes, and subsequently much better than cylindrical holes.

3. For cylindrical holes, film cooling effectiveness decreases as the blowing ratio

increases form 0.6 to 1.2. However, for fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes, film

cooling effectiveness increases as the blowing ratio increases form 0.6 to 1.2.

4. Unsteady wake tends to decrease film cooling effectiveness, except for the higher

blowing ratio cases (M=0.8 and 1.2) from X/D=0 to 25 of fanshaped holes, where the

film cooling effectiveness increases.

5. The film effectiveness distribution measured with the liquid crystal technique

provides the detailed information about the variation of film effectiveness along both

the streamwise and the spanwise direction, while the coolant jet temperature profiles

measured with the thermocouple probe help to explain and confirm the fact that

fanshaped and laidback fanshaped holes have better film cooling performance than

cylindrical holes.
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H. Conclusions on the Effect of Film-hole Shape on Turbine Blade

Heat Transfer Coefficient Distribution

1. For film injection through cylindrical holes, the Nusselt numbers at the downstream

of the injection location increase with an increase in blowing ratio. The Nusselt

numbers downstream of the injection location can increase up to 60 percent for a high

blowing ratio of 1.2. Unsteady wake promotes earlier boundary layer transition

,

regardless of the blowing ratio effect.

For film injection through fanshaped holes, the Nusselt numbers downstream of the

injection location increase with an increase in blowing ratio; however, they are lower

than that of the no film-hole case. The Nusselt numbers downstream of the injection

location can decrease up to 40 percent for a low blowing ratio of 0.4. However,

fanshaped hole injection promotes earlier boundary layer transition as the blowing

= i'atio increases. Unsteady wee caUSes earfi_r bound_ layer transition regardless of

the blowing ratio effect.

, The Nusselt numbers are insensitive to blowing ratios for film injection through

laidback fanshaped holes. Again, unsteady wake causes an even earlier boundary

layer transition regardless of the blowing ratio effect,

. For steady flow, when compared with cylindrical holes, both fanshaped and laidback

fanshaped holes have much lower Nusselt numbers right after the film injection

location. However, they cause higher heat transfer coefficients in the latter part of the

blade surface due to earlier boundary layer transition.
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o For unsteady flow, when compared with cylindrical holes, both fanshaped and

laidback fanshaped holes also have much lower Nusselt numbers right after the film

injection location. They have almost the same boundary layer transition location as

the cylindrical hole case, yet their Nusselt numbers are higher after transition into the

turbulent region.

IH. Conclusions on the Effect of Film-hole Shape on Turbine Blade

Film Coolant Jet Temperature Profile Development

Detailed measurements of film coolant jet temperature profile on a gas turbine

blade have been implemented. The film cooling hole geometries studied include standard

cylindrical holes and holes with diffuser shaped exit region (i.e. fanshaped holes and

laidback fanshaped holes). Results show that the cooling hole shape has an important

impact on film coolant jet temperature profile development. Both kinds of expanded

holes have significantly improved the thermal protection of the surface downstream of

the ejection location, particularly at high blowing ratios, for both steady and unsteady

flow conditions.
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Fig. 7 Spanwise-averaged film effectiveness distribution of Laidback
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